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On 12/28/85, with the reactor at 100% power, a turbine trip and subsequent reactor scram
occurred due to a turbine control valve fast closure while the AC air side seal oil pump

i was being shutdown. Tht: air side seal oil pump was being taken out of service for pre-
ventive maintenance (PM) purposes and the intent was to supply seal oil with the Turbine

j !.ube Oil (shaft pump) System and still have the DC seal oil pump as backup supply.

As the AC seal oil pump coasted down, the seal oil differential pressure decreased to 8
psi at which point the seal oil backup regulator started to supply oil to the hydrogen
seals. As shaft pump oil flow was diverted to the seal oil system, a decreasing pres-
sure transient was induced on the auto stop oil header which tripped the turbine through
pressure switch actuation (on auto stop header). The turbine trip caused a turbine con-
trol valve fast closure resulting in a Reactor Protection System (RPS) initiated reactor,

Scram.

The actual cause of the 12/28 turbine trip was failure of the auto stop relief valves to
i caintain auto stop oil header pressure when shaft pump supply pressure was slightly de-
| creased due to establishment of shaft pump seal oil flow AND abnonnally high pressure

switch setpoints on the switches monitoring auto stop oil header.j
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Plant Conditions

100%a) Power Level -

b) Plant Mode 1-

Event

On Friday 12/28/84 with the turbine at 1125 MWe, a turbine trip and subsequent reactor
scrm on turbine control valve fast closure occurred while the AC air side seal oil pump
wat oeing shutdown. The sequence of events and analysis of the problems involved is as
follows: ,

Th3 AC seal oil pump was being taken out of service for PM purposes. As the AC seal oil
pump coasted down, the seal oil differential pressure decreased to 8 psi, at which point
th3 seal oil backup regulator started to supply oil to the hydrogen seals. As shaft
pump oil flow was diverted to the seal oil system, a decreasing pressure transient was
induced on the auto stop oil header which tripped the turbine through pressure switch

! actuation (on auto stop header).

Calibration checks of the pressure switches on the auto stop oil header within one hour
of the trip showed that settings on all three pressure switches (United Electric, Model
J303-11106-270) had drifted high from the desired 45 psig setpoint.

As Found:

*TO-PS-AM - 55.5 psig
T0-PS-1AST 56 psig-

61 psig*TO-PC-2AST -

* Actuation of this switch is a direct turbine trip.

;

It is theorized that the increase in ambient temperature from the time of calibration
(70*F nominal ambient to 130*F with unit operoting) is the cause of setpoint drift.

Under normal conditions transferring to shaft pump seal oil supply should cause no tran-
sient to auto stop oil pressure but the decreasing transient which occurred on 12/2Q/84
was caused by failure of the auto stop pressure control valves to maintain their preset
pressure level.

Auto stop oil is created by metering shaft pump discharge (or high pressure seal oil
back up pump discharge) oil in through a fixed orifice and venting constant oil flow out
through a smaller orifice. Two auto stop relief valves in parallel on the system be-
tween the inlet and vent orifices are intended to maintain a constant auto stop oil
pressure for various operating situations. Normal auto stop oil pressure per the manu-
facture (Westinghouse) is to be from 90 to 110 psig with the turbine latched. Using
nominal pressure switch settings, there should be from 45 to 65 psi auto stop oil pres-
sure above pressure switch setpoint.
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On 12/28/84 the auto stop oil pressure was only 72 psig which was only 11 psi above the
setting of pressure switch T0-PS-2AST. Note that the auto stop relief valves are

actually pilot operated pressure control valves and that any flow restriction in the
relief valve's pilot orifice will cause the auto stop system pressure to be " regulated"
at a lower value proportional to the restriction. Disassembly of both auto stop relief
valves on 12/29 revealed two pieces of foreign material lodged in the orifice of one of
the valves.

The actual cause of the 12/28 turbine trip was failure of the auto stop relief valves
(Teledyne Republic Model 62154-0102-1520) to maintain auto stop oil header pressure when
shaft pump supply pressure was slightly decreased due to establishment of shaft pump
seal oil flow AND abnonnally high pressure switch setpoints on the switches monitoring
auto stop oil header.

Imm:diate Corrective Action

A normal scram recovery procedure was followed and successfully completed.

Recalibrated T0-PS-AM, -1 AST & -2AST. Disassembled, cleaned and reinstalled auto stop
relief valves.

Further Corrective Action

Engineering has issued a design change to correct the auto stop relief valve regu-o
lating problem by installing strainers to eliminate the orifice flow restriction
and/or changing to a different type of relief valve,

o The Plant Technical Staff will investigate the possibility of revising the oil sup-
ply path from the shaft pump so that it is routed directly to auto stop metering
orifice to eliminate any transients which can be induced from the seal oil system
while the turbine is operating.

o The Plant Technical Staff will investigate the effect of temperature on pressure
switch setpoint drift for the three switches noted above.

Safety Significance ,

The Reactor Scram was initiated by a Balance of Plant System and all safety related sys-
tems functioned as required. There was no threat to the health and safety of plant per-

'

sonnel or the public.
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Washington Public Power Supply System
P.O. Box 968 3000 GeorgeWashingtonWay Richland, Washington 99352 (509)372-5000

Docket No. 50-397

January 17, 1985

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: NUCLEAR PLANT NO. 2
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT NO. 84-129

Dear Sir:

Transmitted herewith is Licensee Event Report No. 84-129 for WNP-2
Plant. This report is submitted in response to the report requirements
of 10CFR50.73 and discusses the item of reportability, corrective
action taken, and action taken to preclude recurrence.

This is the follow-up report to the verbal notification given at 1325
hours on December 28, 1984.

Very truly yours,

b Ilka4% /nc
J. D. Martin (M/D 927M)
WNP-2 Plant Manager

JDM:mm

Enclosure:
Licensee Event Report No. 84-129 |

cc: Mr. John B. Martin, NRC - Region V
Mr. A. D. Toth, NRC - Site (901 A)
Ms. Dottie Sherman, ANI
INFO Records Center - Atlanta, GA
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